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DISABILITY LAW NEWS
SSA Creates New Affirmative Duties
for Representatives

In July 2018, the Social Security Administration (SSA) issued final
amendments to the Rules of Conduct
and Standards of Responsibilities for
Appointed Representatives. The
amendments add new affirmative duties, which we highlight below. The
amendments also address the procedures used when the agency brings
charges for violations of these rules.
The full text is available at 83 Fed.
Reg. 30849 (July 2, 2018). The
changes are effective on August 1,
2018!
Do you know your record?
A new provision to the list of affirmative duties for a representative requires
that the representative provide competent representation. This means understanding the significant issues in a
case, operating with a “reasonable and
adequate familiarity” with the evidence, and having a working
knowledge of the applicable law.
20 C.F.R. § 404.1740(b)(3)(i). The
section for competent representation is
not new, but the language requiring
familiarity with the record is new.
Do you know your schedule?
A new rule now requires a representative to provide, when requested, potential dates and times the representative is available for a hearing.
20 C.F.R. § 404.1740(b)(3)(iii).

Are you communicating promptly with
clients?
SSA added a provision requiring representatives to maintain “prompt and
timely” communication with claimants. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1740(b)(3)(v).
This section covers typical communications: consulting about all matters in
the representation, providing updates,
and responding promptly to claimant’s
reasonable requests for information.
New York’s Rules of Ethics 1.4 covers communication with the client
and also features themes of promptness and the need to consult at times
with the client. When SSA rolled out
the proposed rule, it noted that it
believed this rule comports with Rule
1.4 of the model rules (and as adopted
in NY). (Notes accompanying the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
are at 81 Fed. Reg. 54520 (Aug. 16,
2016).) The new duty listed by SSA
does not change our current responsibilities; rather, it provides SSA with a
mechanism to bring charges for violations of this duty. With the final rule,
SSA also notes that it expects representatives to have working contact
information for clients while recognizing that it may at times be difficult to
locate homeless or indigent clients.
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Affirmative Duties for Representatives- Continued
(Continued from page 1)

Do you want to withdraw from a case?
SSA has now limited a representative’s ability to
withdraw from a case. The new “affirmative duty”
states a representative may only withdraw at a “time
and manner that does not disrupt the processing or
adjudication of a claim.” Further, the withdrawal
must allow the claimant “adequate time” to find a
new representative. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1740(b)(3)(iv).
This section is akin to the requirements governing
withdrawal generally in Rule 1.16 (c).
SSA goes farther, however, and imposes a limitation
on our ability to withdraw once the “time and place”
of a hearing has been set, unless the representative
can show “extraordinary circumstances.” SSA certainly has the authority to limit withdrawal. Our ethics rules, specifically 1.16(d), acknowledge that the
provisions of a tribunal may impose additional requirements for withdrawal. Here, SSA states a representative “should not” withdraw after the hearing has
been set, unless the representative can show extraordinary circumstances. SSA intends for representatives to seek permission to withdraw once the hearing
has been set – but uses “should not” rather than “shall
not” to describe this duty. Hmmm.
The agency gives a very narrow interpretation of
“extraordinary circumstances” in the notes accompanying the new regulations: the representative’s serious illness, a death or serious illness in the representative’s family, or the failure to locate a claimant
despite diligent efforts. 83 Fed. Reg. 30849, 30850
(July 2, 2018). These are very limited reasons. SSA
also comments, in the final rules, that its regulation is
similar to Model Rule 1.16. SSA’s examples, however, do not appear at all in the Model Rule. New
York’s Rule 1.16 (c )(9) allows for withdrawal when
the lawyer’s mental or physical health “renders it difficult” to proceed, which is arguably contained in
SSA’s rule. New York’s Rule also allows withdrawal
when the client fails to cooperate or makes representation “unreasonably difficult for the lawyer to carry
out.” Rule 1.16(c )(7) – and that provision generally
covers a client who cannot be reached or is unresponsive. SSA’s examples are far less broad that those
listed in our Rule 1.16, however.

SSA now requires the representative to seek permission to withdraw after the hearing has been set, and
each request will be decided on a case-by-case basis.
SSA very briefly addresses what must be contained in
a request to withdraw, stating that a representative
will not be required to disclose confidential information as part of the request to withdraw but will
need to state that “he or she cannot describe why he
or she must withdraw without revealing privileged or
confidential communications” and then allow the ALJ
to consider the request on those terms. Another
hmmm. As an aside, this SSA regulation does not
affect a representative’s ability to withdraw if discharged by the client.
Do you want to submit a medical opinion or a vocational opinion?
If so, you must disclose in writing whether you
“drafted, prepared or issued” the opinion AND
whether you referred the claimant for an examination
or assessment by the person providing the opinion.
20 C.F.R. § 404.1740(b)(5). The written disclosure
must be made when the opinion is submitted to SSA.
SSA’s new affirmative duty covers any actions where
you “participated” in the drafting, preparation, or issuing of an opinion, according to the final comments.
Participation includes actions where you provided a
template or questionnaire for the person to complete.
Advocates routinely use prepared lists of questions or
checklists to seek opinions, and these absolutely are
covered by the new duty to disclose. The disclosure
may be as simple as noting, in writing and when you
submit the opinion, that you supplied a blank questionnaire or that you drafted an interrogatory. If you
do more than simply provide a blank form or list of
questions, you will need to disclose those actions.
When does my duty of candor end?
SSA’s new rules add an affirmative duty to disclose
to SSA immediately if the representative discovers
his or her services are or were used by the claimant to
commit fraud against SSA. 20 CFR § 404.1740(c)
(6). There is no end date on this affirmative duty, nor
does SSA address this in the introductory notes.
(Continued on page 3)
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2018 Partnership Conference: Uniting for Justice
The 2018 NYSBA Partnership Conference is quickly approaching! The conference, scheduled October 2-4, 2018 in Albany, will start with the DAP Affinity
Group Task Force meeting on Tuesday October 2nd. On Wednesday, there will
be two DAP sessions: Impact of Trauma on Disability Claims and Direct Examination in Mental Impairments. Thursday’s session, Direct and Cross Examination Strategies for Expert Witnesses, will round-out the conference.
If you haven’t registered yet, visit www.nysba.org/partnership2018 to view program descriptions and speakers.
We look forward to seeing you in October!

Get it While You’re Hot
Remember the Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) Cooling
Assistance Component (CAC) is available during these summer
months. The program “provides for the purchase and installation of
air conditioners or fans. Cooling benefits are available for HEAP eligible households containing at least one individual with a documented
medical condition that is exacerbated by extreme heat.”
CAC funds are limited and it is not unusual for those funds to run out
long before the dog days of August arrive. So, if you have clients
who may be eligible, please encourage them to apply. More specifics are available at: http://otda.ny.gov/
policy/directives/2018/LCM/18-LCM-08.pdf

Affirmative Duties for Representation- Continued
(Continued from page 2)

In the NPRM, SSA explained that it believes the new
section is consistent with Model Rule 3.3. Further,
the agency reminded readers that its federal rules take
precedence over any state’s rules if there is a conflict
(touting the U.S. Constitution’s Supremacy Clause,
of course).
Briefly, Rule 3.3 prohibits the making or use of
“false statements of fact or law to a tribunal” or failing to correct any previously made. Rule 3.3(a)(1,3).
The Rule requires a lawyer to take reasonable remedial measures including disclosure to the tribunal,
which in this case is SSA.
By not including an endpoint on this duty, SSA clearly intends to extend the duty to disclose beyond the

time when the representation ends. New York’s own
Rule 3.3 also lacks an end point on the duty of candor, even though the Model Rule contains one. Recent ethical opinions in this jurisdiction indicate as
well that the duty of candor does not simply end with
the representation.
This summary of SSA’s new Rules of Conduct and
Standards of Responsibilities for Appointed Representatives should be enough to make you aware of
SSA’s expectations of you as representatives. We
plan to have a more in depth analysis and discussion
of these rules, especially about the withdrawal process and the duty of candor, at the DAP Statewide
Task force meeting to be held at the NYSBA Partnership Conference on October 2.
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Are SSA ALJs Constitutionally Appointed?
The legal status of U.S. Administrative Law Judges
(ALJs) has been in a state of flux. From a Supreme
Court decision finding the appointment of a Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) ALJ unconstitutional, to an Executive Order (EO) issued by the President, to proposed legislation to restrict the EO, to an
announcement by the Social Security Administration
(SSA) that its ALJs would be reappointed, things in
the past month have been a bit topsy-turvy, to say the
least.
Supreme Court Lucia Decision
By way of background, in June, the Supreme Court
decided Lucia v. SEC, 585 U.S.__(2018). which held
that the SEC ALJ who ruled against Mr. Lucia had
not been constitutionally appointed. The case turned
on the Appointments Clause of the U.S. Constitution.
The Court found that the SEC ALJs are “Officers of
the United States,” and thus subject to the Appointments Clause, rather than federal employees who
could be hired by the SEC.
Does Lucia have any bearing on the authority on Social Security Administration ALJs? Not necessarily.
Although SSA ALJs have been hired in the same
manner as SEC judges, there appear to be significant
differences between the roles of the SEC judges and
SSA ALJs. SSA ALJs arguably have far less than the
significant authority given to SEC ALJs. At best, a
Social Security ALJ has power over taking testimony
and maybe ruling on admissibility of evidence. The
most significant element lacking with Social Security
ALJs is the lack of an adversarial hearing. The Lucia
majority opinion mentioned “adversarial” repeatedly
as a basis for its finding that SEC judges are officers
rather than employees. But, as discussed below, the
Solicitor General has weighed in on this issue, and
has decreed that all ALJs should be considered
“inferior officers.”

in raised in Lucia, the EO instead upends the long
standing practice for hiring ALJs through the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM). It creates a new
excepted service “schedule E.”
Under the EO, all agencies, including SSA, will be
able to hire ALJs directly by selecting “from the best
candidates who embody the appropriate temperament,
legal acumen, impartiality, and judgment required of
an ALJ, and who meet the other needs of the agencies.” This means there will no longer be ALJ examinations or an OPM registry from which federal agencies, including SSA, must select its judges. The jobs
will not necessarily be posted on USA Jobs. The only
requirement the EO includes for ALJs is that the ALJ
“must possess a professional license to practice law
and be authorized to practice law…” The order also
gives agencies the ability and discretion to add any
other qualifications the agency thinks necessary and
appropriate. The EO directs OPM to issue new regulations and amend or rescind existing regulations as
necessary to carry out the EO. Because the EO
affects the hiring of ALJs, it excludes current ALJs
(serving as of July 10) from the requirements in the
order. This EO applies to ALJs in all governmental
agencies. OPM has already issued guidance to agencies on implementing the EO.
Reaction to the EO, or Schedule E, has been swift and
largely negative. NOSSCR expressed its concern
about the impact this EO might have on the qualifications and qualified judicial independence of newly
hired ALJs, as has Justice in Aging. According to
ALJ Marilyn Zahm, President of the Association of
Administrative Law Judges, “This change will politi-

Presidential Executive Order
Subsequently, on July 10th, the President issued an
Executive Order (EO), ostensibly based on Lucia. But
rather than addressing the Appointments Clause issue
(Continued on page 5)
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Are SSA ALJs Constitutionally Appointed?- Continued
(Continued from page 4)

cize our courts, lead to cronyism and replace independent and impartial adjudicators with those who do
the bidding of political appointees…If allowed to go
forward, it would be equivalent of placing a thumb on
the scale of justice.” Social Security Works President
Nancy Altman, who also serves on the federal Social
Security Advisory Board, said “ALJs already feel political pressure to deny Social Security disability
claims. This will only ratchet up that pressure.” Both
the Washington Post and Los Angeles Times have
published editorials criticizing the EO.
Congress has also jumped into the fray. Rep. Bobby
Scott (D-Va.) has offered an amendment to an appropriations bill to prohibit the use of OPM funds in implementing the order. Hilarie Bass, president of the
American Bar Association, urged the adoption of
Scott's amendment in a July 16 letter to the leaders of
the House Rules Committee: “By giving agency
heads sole discretion to hire ALJs who will be making determinations affirming or overturning decisions
rendered by that agency, the EO has the potential to
politicize the appointment process and interfere with
the decisional independence of ALJs.” And Rep. Elijah Cummings (D-Md.) and Rep. Gerry Connolly (DVa.) have asked the House Oversight Committee to
hold hearings on any changes made to ALJ selection
in the wake of the Lucia ruling: “We believe the executive order would give politically-appointed agency
heads nearly unlimited discretion to stack the ALJ
corps with partisan individuals, whose only qualification is they are licensed attorneys.”
In addition to the above criticisms of the EO, its legality may be under dispute. Valerie C. Bannon, Legislative Attorney with the Congressional Research
Service, has summarized current law regarding the
President’s authority to amend federal rules without
going through the notice-and-comment rulemaking
procedures required by the Administrative Procedure
Act (APA). Even if the President’s actions are not
subject to the APA requirements, other laws may
govern the President’s rulemaking authority. Further
complicating the issue, the APA will likely govern
the actions of executive branch agencies implementing the presidential directive. See https://fas.org/sgp/
crs/misc/LSB10172.pdf. Bottom-line? Implementation of this EO could be slowed down by litigation.

DOJ and SSA Responses
In the meantime, SSA, which accounts for 85% of
federal ALJs, reissued Emergency (EM)-18003, reminding ALJs and Appeals Council judges that they
are not authorized to determine constitutional issues.
It directed ALJs and the Appeals Council to
acknowledge any challenge that a party to a hearing
raises as to whether the ALJ has been validly appointed. The ALJ or the Appeals Council is to take no action on the issue, note in the decision that it was
raised, and flag the case record for future reference.
SSA’s retention date for this Emergency Message,
originally July 29, 2018, has been extended in the
revised message to December 26, 2018.
Apparently the Solicitor General has now issued
guidance to all Agency General Counsels designed to
reduce litigation risk post Lucia. The Department of
Justice (DOJ) acknowledges the Supreme Court did
not squarely resolve the status of SSA ALJs who preside over non-adversarial hearings. It nonetheless
concludes that all ALJs should be considered
“inferior officers.” This gist of the advice is for each
agency to ratify and approve existing ALJs. It also
advises agencies to follow the EO for the appointment of new ALJs.
In anticipation of court challenges to ratifications, the
memo advises agencies the DOJ will no longer argue
that ALJs are regular employees rather than inferior
officers. In other words, it will not try to defend the
constitutionality of ALJ decisions made prior to their
new appointments. Agencies are advised to request
voluntary remands in pending court cases in which an
Appointments Clause challenge was properly made
and preserved. The remands should provide for new
hearings before different ALJs. It further advises
agencies to consider arguing challenges have been
forfeited if not properly raised and preserved. The
memo acknowledges that different agencies may have
different practices regarding when and how a party
must raise a challenge for it to be preserved for judicial review, but encourages agencies to construe or
clarify their rules to require presentation of Appointments Clause claims in administrative proceedings.
(Continued on page 6)
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Are SSA ALJs Constitutionally Appointed?- Continued
(Continued from page 5)

[Note: issue preclusion is not mandatory in SSA cases, per Sims v. Apfel, 530 U.S. 103 (2000).]
The memo also advises agencies as to the government’s position on defending ALJ removal. DOJ is
prepared to defend the “good cause” standard for removal but reads 5 U.S.C. § 7521(a) to allow for removal of an ALJ who fails to perform adequately or
fails to follow agency policies, procedures, or instructions.
On July 17th, SSA Chief ALJ Patrick Nagle apparently notified SSA ALJs that after analyzing Lucia and
consulting with Department of Justice, the Acting
Commissioner ratified the original selection of incumbent SSA ALJs and approved their current appointments in the competitive service. Rumor has
that as of July 27th, the oath of office has now been
administered to all ALJs. Whether these reappointments by an Acting Commissioner will be sufficient to cure the Appointments Clause problem may
be one of many open questions.
What happens next is anyone’s guess. Lucia, and now
the SG’s memo, raise more questions than they answer. Now that SSA ALJs have arguably been
“properly” appointed, advocates who were contemplating challenges to the constitutionality of SSA
ALJs at the hearing level might want to reconsider.
But should advocates argue the ALJ was not constitutionally appointed in every case now at the Appeals
Council, or about to be appealed? The SG has basically conceded this point in the DOJ memo. And per
the Memo, any case timely appealed should be remanded for an additional hearing before a properly
appointed ALJ. Every case is of course unique, and a
particular strategy should considered in each case in
consultation with the client. But given how infrequently the Appeals Council remands or reversed
claims on the merits, it may be hard to pass up the
opportunity for an “easy” remand to a different ALJ,
even if there is no guarantee the new ALJ would decide the disability claim any differently than the prior
one did. Remember that the Lucia court did not address the merits of the underlying decision, just the
way the ALJ was appointed. And bear in mind sever-

al other caveats. The DOJ Memo is adamant that any
challenge must have been made and preserved. How
will SSA interpret that requirement at the Appeals
Council level? Will an objection made now be
deemed sufficient? And how quickly will SSA and
the Appeals Council figure out how to handle these
claims? These issue could add more delay to an already slow process. On the other hand, if SSA ultimately decides to follow the DOJ memo and offer
remands, if we have not raised the issue, we may
have cost the claimant that opportunity. At this point,
it is unclear if and how SSA will apply Lucia to all
pending claims, or to reopening considerations.
What about appeals pending in U.S. District Court?
Some of the same considerations outlined above apply. But there may be additional ones. DOJ will likely argue that any challenge to the appointment of the
ALJ had to be raised at the administrative level. As
noted above, issue preclusion is not necessarily applicable in Social Security cases. But would fighting
that point delay the claim more? And might you be at
a disadvantage with a Lucia remand rather than a
merits-based remand that provides guidance to the
ALJ as to the errors committed? Again, it will be
crucial to consider the option of raising Lucia claims
in pending and new court appeals, but each case and
each claimant may be unique.
In the meantime, developments in this ALJ drama
have been occurring at a whirlwind pace. We will try
to keep you posted as we learn more – and please
keep us posted as to how you decide to proceed in
your individual cases post Lucia.
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Updated EAJA Rates Issued
Gene Doyle of POOR recently updated his invaluable EJA rate charts with the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) Consumer Price Index (CPI) data for June 2018. Gene includes three
charts for:




New York-Newark-Jersey City, NY-NJ-PA
Northeast, and
U.S. City Average.

Gene noted that the BLS has replaced the former “New York - Northern N.J. - Long Island, NY-NJ-CT” Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) with the “New York-Newark-Jersey City, NY-NJ-PA” Core Based Statistical
Area (CBSA). This change affects the following New York counties: Bronx, Dutchess, Kings, Nassau, New
York, Orange, Putnam, Queens, Richmond, Rockland, Suffolk, and Westchester.
The July 2018 CPI data will be released on August 10, 2018. Thanks to Gene for keeping us up-to-date on
these important EJA rate changes

SSA Legislation Proposed
Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Representative John Larson (D-CT) recently
introduced legislation to ensure that
the Social Security
Administration
(SSA) has the resources it needs to provide beneficiaries with the services and support they deserve.
The Social Security Administration Fairness Act
(S.3147/H.R. 6251) establishes a set funding level for
SSA equal to a percentage of the overall benefit payments the agency pays out. The legislation would
also impose a moratorium on Social Security field
office closures to halt the loss of additional field offices.
Additionally, Sanders’s legislation would eliminate
the five-month waiting period before disability recipi-

ents can receive disability benefits and the two year
waiting period before they are eligible for Medicare.
The current delay in disability or health care benefits
can be detrimental for people already dealing with the
effects of a serious disability, in addition to other
health problems.
Co-sponsors to this legislation in the Senate are Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Kirsten Gillibrand (D
-NY), Jeff Merkley (D-OR), Cory Booker (D-NJ),
Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI), and Brian Schatz (DHI). The corresponding legislation in the House of
Representatives has over 30 co-sponsors.
Justice in Aging is tracking this bill, and encourages
advocates to show their support for the bill by writing
or calling their Members of Congress and asking
them to sign on in support or thanking them for cosponsoring.
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REGULATIONS
UWA SSR 05-02 Rescinded
Advocates will recall that 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.1574(c),
404.1575(d), 416.974(c) and 416.975(d) were
amended effective November 2016. See June and
October 2016 Disability Law News. Prior to that, an
Unsuccessful Work Attempt (UWA) could be found
for work that lasted no more than three months, and
for work that lasted more than three but not over six
months if it met additional conditions. The regulatory amendments removed the additional conditions for
the longer-lasting UWA, allowing work efforts to be
disregarded in the disability determination process
based on the same conditions throughout the full six
months period.

SSR 84-25 states as its purpose: “To state the policy
for determining whether substantial work activity
that is discontinued or reduced below a specified level may be considered an unsuccessful work attempt
(UWA) under the disability provisions of the law.”
SSR 84-25 includes the three month versus the greater than three month distinction.

SSA now has rescinded SSR 05-02 https://
www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/rulings/di/03/SSR2005-02di-03.html , which reiterated and distinguished the
conditions applicable to a three-month UWA versus
a greater than three-month UWA. 83 Fed. Reg.
22308 (May 14, 2018). https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/
pkg/FR-2018-05-14/pdf/2018-10249.pdf.

The end result is that we continue to have SSR 8425, still touting a distinction between a three-month
and a greater than three-month UWA. Curious result. Please let us know if you have run into issues
with this Ruling or the newer regulations.

SSR 05-02 merely “clarifies” but does not rescind,
amend, modify, change, or otherwise do anything to
84-25. SSR 84-25 never has been listed by SSA as
being rescinded or modified. https://www.ssa.gov/
OP_Home/rulings/rulfind2.html .

Interestingly, SSR 05-02 opens up by stating its purpose: “To clarify the policy stated in Social Security
Ruling (SSR) 84-25 for determining whether substantial work activity that is discontinued or reduced
below a specified level may be considered an unsuccessful work attempt (UWA) under the disability
provisions of the law.”

Comments Submitted on Proposed Musculoskeletal Listing Changes
SSA has proposed new musculoskeletal listings. The proposed listings are at https://
www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/05/07/2018-08889/revised-medical-criteria-forevaluating-musculoskeletal-disorders. Comments on the proposed changes were due
on July 6.
NOSSCR and the National Coalition of Social Security and Supplemental Security Income
Advocates submitted comments. Empire Justice Center signed on to the National Advocates
Coalition comments
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More Rescissions
SSA published notice of the rescission of SSRs 96-3p
and 96-4p, effective June 14, 2018. 83 Fed. Reg.
27816 (June 14, 2018). https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/
pkg/FR-2018-06-14/pdf/2018-12820.pdf
As the Administration explains, “These SSRs are unnecessarily duplicative of SSR 16-3p, Evaluation of
Symptoms in Disability Claims, which was applicable
on March 28, 2016.”
“SSR 96-3p clarified how adjudicators should consider allegations of pain and other symptoms in determining whether a medically determinable impairment
(MDI) is severe. SSR 16-3p explains . . . that we will
consider symptoms and functional limitations to de-

termine whether an impairment is severe unless the
objective medical evidence alone establishes a severe
MDI or combination of impairments that meets our
duration requirement. Therefore, the information contained in SSR 96-3p duplicates policy in SSR 16-3p.”
“SSR 96-4p explained that no symptom, by itself,
could establish the existence of a medically determinable physical or mental impairment. In SSR 16-3p,
we clarified that an individual's symptoms alone are
not enough to establish the existence of a physical or
mental impairment or disability, and that we will not
find an individual disabled based on alleged symptoms alone.”

Attorney Advisor Program Extended Again
SSA is extending until August 2, 2019, this program
that enables cases with deserving records to take
shortcuts to fully favorable decisions after hearing
requests. 83 Fed. Reg. 28992. https://www.gpo.gov/
fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-06-22/pdf/2018-13359.pdf
The program permits “some attorney advisors to conduct certain prehearing proceedings and issue fully
favorable decisions when the documentary record
warrants doing so.” If a case is reviewed by an attorney advisor and not granted a fully favorable decision, it stays in the rotation for hearing by an ALJ.
SSA “originally intended the attorney advisor program to be a temporary modification to our procedures. Therefore, we included in sections 404.942(g)
and 416.1442(g) of the interim final rule a provision

that the program would end on August 10, 2009, unless we decided to either terminate the rule earlier or
extend it beyond that date by publication of a final
rule in the Federal Register. Since that time, we have
periodically extended the sunset date (see 74 FR
33327 extending to August 10, 2011; 76 FR 18383
extending to August 9, 2013; 78 FR 45459 extending
to August 7, 2015; 80 FR 31990 extending to August
4, 2017; and 82 FR 34400 extending to February 5,
2018). As we noted above, the current sunset date for
the program is August 3, 2018.”
Apparently the Social Security Administration has
recently asked the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) to approve final regulations to make the attorney advisor program permanent. So stay tuned for the
next chapter in this ongoing drama.

Endocrine Listing Extended
SSA is extending the Listings for endocrine disorders, currently set to expire June 8, 2018, until June 26, 2020.
83 Fed. Reg. 23579. https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-05-22/pdf/2018-10867.pdf
Sharp-eyed advocates will note that, except for Listing109.08 applicable to people under the age of 6 years, the
endocrine listings do not really exist. SSA will “evaluate impairments that result from endocrine disorders under
the listings for other body systems” (20 C.F.R. Subpt P App 1 Sections 9.00 B, 109.00 B). The Listing sections
consist entirely, for adults, or almost entirely, for children, of the preamble that gives non-exclusive guidance for
evaluating a disorder “under the listings for other body systems.”
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COURT DECISIONS
SCOTUS to Rule on Vocational Testimony
The United States Supreme Court
has granted review in Biestek v.
Berryhill, a case concerning vocational expert testimony in disability appeals before the Social
Security Administration. 2018
WL 1023337 (Mem.). The question presented concerns whether
vocational expert testimony can constitute substantial
evidence of “other work” available to a claimant
when the vocational expert fails, upon request of the
claimant, to provide the underlying data on which
that testimony is premised.
In Biestek's hearing, the vocational expert testified
there was work in the economy that Biestek could
perform. The vocational expert said her testimony
was based on the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
but also noted that the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles did not address all the issues the judge had
asked about. As to those issues, the vocational expert
said she relied on her professional experience in finding there were still jobs available to Biestek.
Biestek's attorney asked the vocational expert to produce underlying data or analyses in support of her
statements; she refused, citing the confidentiality of
her files. The ALJ declined to require her to produce
such information, even in a redacted format.
The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the decision of the ALJ, saying that the vocational expert did
not need to produce the underlying data. Biestek v.
Commissioner of Soc. Sec., 880 778 (6th Cir. 2017).
The Sixth Circuit adopted the same rule that has also
been adopted here in the Second Circuit, where the
court held in McIntyre v. Colvin that “a vocational
expert is not required to identify with specificity the
figures or sources supporting his conclusion, at least
where he identified the sources generally.” 758 F.3d
146, 152 (2d Cir. 2014), citing Brault v. Commissioner of Soc. Sec., 683 F. 3d 443 (2012).

The Third and Ninth Circuits have also adopted similar positions in Welsh v. Commissioner of Soc. Sec.,
662 F. Appx. 105 (3d Cir. 2016) and Bayliss v. Barnhart, 427 F.3d 1211 (9th Cir. 2005).
On the other side of the divide is the Seventh Circuit,
which has imposed a requirement that the vocational
expert to provide the underlying data when asked.
In Donahue v. Barnhart, the Seventh Circuit imposed
a standard for expert testimony similar to Federal
Rule of Evidence 702, which allows an expert witness to testify based on his or her professional experience if (1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts
or data, (2) the testimony is the product of reliable
principles and methods, and (3) the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts
of the case. While the court noted that Rule 702 does
not apply to disability adjudications, it stated that the
“the idea that experts should use reliable methods
does not depend on Rule 702 alone, and it plays a
role in the administrative process because every decision must be supported by substantial evidence.” The
court ruled that a vocational expert could give a bottom line, provided that the underlying data and reasoning are available on demand. 279 F.3d 441, 446
(7th Cir. 2001).
There is a clear circuit split because the majority of
circuits have declined to hold that the requirements of
Rule 702 have any bearing on disability hearings.
The Sixth Circuit noted that “Congress specifically
exempted Social Security disability proceedings from
the strictures of the Federal Rules of Evidence, allowing ALJs to consider a broader range of potentially
relevant information than would be admissible in an
ordinary court of law.” Biestek's petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court, on the other hand, argues
that in other types of administrative proceedings, an
expert’s testimony does not constitute “substantial
evidence” absent any empirical data. A ruling for the
(Continued on page 11)
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Second Circuit Remands for Calculation
The Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit typically affirms more Social Security
appeals than it reverses. And if
it reverses, it is far more likely
to remand for further proceedings than for calculation
of benefits. So the court’s recent decision in Flynn v.
Commissioner of Social Security Administration,
2018 WL 3323180 (2d Cir. July 6, 2018) is a very
pleasant surprise. And the Summary Order, while not
precedential, contains some excellent language about
the value of treating physician opinions. [Remember
that the SSA’s new evaluation of evidence regulations replacing the “treating physician rule” only apply to claims filed on or after March 27, 2017. The
court’s decision was based on the old rule at 20
C.F.R. § 404.1527. See the January 2017 edition of
this newsletter for more on the new regulations.]
The court reaffirmed some of the leading Second Circuit treating physician decisions from years past, including Shaw v. Chater, 221 F. 3d 126, 135 (2d Cir.
2000): “Neither the trial judge nor the ALJ is permitted to substitute his own expertise or view of the
medical proof for the treating physician’s opinion.”;
“[W]hile a physician’s opinion might contain inconsistencies and be subject to attack, a circumstantial
critique by non-physicians, however thorough or responsible, must be overwhelmingly compelling in

order to overcome a medical opinion.” And GreenYounger v. Barnhart, 335 F.3d 99, 107-08 (2d Cir.
2003), finding an expert’s opinion insufficient to
override the treating physician’s opinion where the
expert was a consulting physician who did not examine the claimant and relied entirely on an evaluation
by a non-physician reporting inconsistent results. And
Curry v. Apfel, 209 F.3d 117, 20 123 (2d Cir. 2000),
where the expert described the claimant’s impairments in an opinion couched in terms “so vague as to
render it useless in evaluating” the claimant’s residual
functional capacity. And Selian v. Astrue, 708 F.3d
409, 419 (2d Cir. 2013), finding the ALJ violated the
treating physician rule in part by crediting the findings of a doctor who performed “only one consultative examination” of claimant, rather than treating
physician.
In Flynn, the court, quoting Shaw, found that the ALJ
substituted his opinion when he concluded the claimant had nothing more than mild anxiety. The ALJ
based his finding on his combing of the treating physician’s notes for descriptions of the claimant arriving
at appointments well-groomed and calm. The court
also found the ALJ erred in overemphasizing and
mischaracterizing a brief period during which the
claimant’s condition was more positive. According
to the Court of Appeals, this brief period of wellness
(Continued on page 12)

SCOTUS to Rule on Vocational Testimony- Continued
(Continued from page 10)

government, Biestek argues, would place disability
hearings separate and apart.
The Supreme Court will now resolve the split this
coming term, with a decision likely no later than June
of 2019. Will the Court adopt the rule of the Sixth
and Second Circuits which does not require the vocational experts to provide the underlying data in their
testimony, or will it adopt the Seventh Circuit position which requires that the underlying data be available on demand? NOSSCR intends to file an amicus
brief in this case that will focus on the nature of administrative notice and the need for uniformity of
approach.

While the case is pending, advocates at the hearing
level may want to preserve objections to vocational
witnesses who testify without providing underlying
data, particularly in situations where the vocational
witness is testifying to issues not directly addressed
by the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. A ruling in
favor of Biestek would give advocates here in the
Second Circuit and across the country another tool to
use in cross examining vocational experts, and be of
potential benefit to claimants.
Thanks to Andrew Spink of LawNY in Geneva for
this helpful summary.
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District Court Recognizes ALJ Error, Remands for Benefits
According to the latest SSA data, federal courts reverse unfavorable Social Security decisions almost
50% of the time. In only 2% of cases, however, does
the District Court reverse for payment of benefits.
We congratulate Emilia Sicilia of the Urban Justice
Center for being part of the 2%!
Emilia’s case, Smith v. Berryhill, concerned the singular issue of disability onset date and turned on a
limited number of facts and items of evidence. The
Commissioner partially denied Smith’s claim for
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits, finding
him disabled only as of January 29, 2015, instead of
his application date of June 11, 2013. The onset date
determination was based on a finding that on January
29, 2015, Smith purportedly experienced a reduction
in his ability to stay on task, from 10 to 15 percent, a
restriction that was found to preclude all work.
Smith appealed the finding of non-disability for the
period of June 11, 2013, to January 29, 2015.
The administrative law judge (“ALJ”) based the onset
date determination on two specific items, each of
which related back to a prior time period. The first
was a treating source assessment that was signed on
January 29, 2015, but was based on more than two
years of treatment and contained an opinion that

Smith needed a highly supportive environment for at
least one year prior. The second item was a letter
confirming Smith’s residence in supportive housing;
the placement began in June 2013, but the letter bore
a fax transmission date of January 15, 2015. The
ALJ had relied heavily on the need for supportive
housing as indicative of a lower level of functioning.
The problem is that the ALJ inaccurately identified
the date.
The Commissioner agreed with Smith that the ALJ
committed factual error. Specifically, the Commissioner conceded the ALJ was incorrect in finding that
Smith began living in supportive housing in January
2015, when in fact it was much earlier. But the Commissioner persisted in arguing that some evidence
could have shown Smith was not disabled during the
June 2013 to January 2015 time period.
District Court Judge Nina Gershon of the EDNY had
no problem correcting the error below. In a one paragraph decision, the Court reversed the Commissioner’s finding and directed SSI benefits be paid from
July 2013, one month after the original application
date. Great job, Emilia, on a terrific outcome for
your disabled client.

Second Circuit Remands for Calculation- Continued
(Continued from page 11)

was not enough to establish the claimant was capable
of work, or to over-ride the treating physician’s opinion to the contrary. Nor was the physician’s statement
that the claimant could work no more than four days
per week inconsistent with his other statements, including his opinion that the claimant would be expected to miss two or more days a month due to his
condition.
The court also faulted the ALJ for relying too heavily
on opinions of expert physicians who did not treat or
examine Mr. Flynn. It cited Selian for the proposition that doctors who have not treated or examined a
patient are generally entitled to less deference. And it
noted: “The treatment provider’s perspective would
seem all the more important in cases involving mental health, which are not susceptible to clear records

such as rays or MRIs. Rather, they depend almost
exclusively on less discretely measurable factors, like
what the patient says in consultations.” The court
also determined that the findings of both experts
lacked specificity, further undermining their value in
overcoming the treating physician rule.
What compelled the court to reverse in this particular
case? It is always hard to tell from a summary order
but undoubtedly the court was influenced by the fact
that the claim had already been denied, appealed, and
remanded several times. Also, Mr. Flynn, after attempting to return to work for nearly one year, was
hospitalized twice, attempted suicide, and underwent
electroshock therapy. Obviously, appeals depend on
good facts. But this case gives us some hope that with
a good case on appeal, the Second Circuit’s treating
physician rule might survive.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS
ALJ Finds Unsuccessful Work Attempts
What do you do if you discover your SSDI client
earned income over the Substantial Gainful Activity
(SGA) amount since her alleged onset date? If you
are Mike Telfer of the Legal Aid Society of Northern
New York (LASNNY) in Albany, you argue in a prehearing brief that each of your client’s prior positions
were unsuccessful work attempts and not SGA. Mike
highlighted the significant breaks in time the claimant
had before starting new jobs as well as the length of
the jobs. He also referenced statements from the
claimant’s providers, as well as medical and employment records that demonstrated she was fired from
positions due to excessive absenteeism. Because the
client left her positions due to her impairments and
because her positions lasted under six months, Mike
argued these positions should be classified as unsuccessful work attempts. See POMS DI 11010.045.
See also related article on page 8 of this newsletter.

13010.105, explaining the ramifications of the Supreme Court’s decision in Walton v. Barnhart, 535
U.S. 212 (2002).

As if that was not complicated enough, at the time of
the hearing the client was employed and had been
earning income over SGA for over six months. As
the client had been employed for more than six
months, the position could not constitute an unsuccessful work attempt. Mike argued, however, that the
position was the beginning of a trial work period.
Mike pointed out the regulations state a trial work
period begins when a claimant is entitled to SSD benefits. See 20 C.F.R. § 404.1574(c). He also cited
case law from the 10th Circuit and district court cases
in the 2nd Circuit holding a claimant need not be receiving disability benefits to be entitled to a trial work
period, but need to have only filed an application for
SSD benefits.

In his decision, the ALJ found the client was disabled.
He found her positions subsequent to her onset date
were unsuccessful work attempts and that her current
employment was part of her trial work period. He
noted her current employment should be evaluated for
trial work period service months. He also advised her
to inform SSA of any changes in her work activity
and earnings to avoid an overpayment.

Furthermore, Mike argued if his client were found
disabled, her onset date would be over two years before her application date. She was thus not precluded
from claiming a trial work period, as she returned to
SGA more than one year after her onset. See POMS

Mike also pointed out that his client’s claim did not
fall within any exceptions in regulations to a trial
work period. As part of his argument, he noted the
record did not reveal the client had medically improved to the point she was able to sustain employment without her conditions affecting her employment. He referenced employment and medical records that demonstrated she had difficulty performing
this job and jobs in general since her onset date. Finally, he pointed out that as his client had not yet
worked at her job for nine months, her job was still
within the trial work period. At the hearing, the client
testified about her jobs, including her past and current
job performance, absences, and why she ended jobs.

Many advocates would have been discouraged by this
claimant’s work record and might not have pursued
the claim. Congratulations to Mike for thinking outside the box and creatively navigating these complicated work rules to his client’s advantage. And
thanks to Brooklyn Law student Chris Ehring for this
summary of Mike’s case.
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Lack of SNOJ Saves Disability Claim
What is SNOJ? Significant number of jobs – a number provided at hearings by vocational witnesses,
which ALJs typically seem to accept on faith. But
LASNNY attorney Mike Telfer recently argued the
numbers cited by the vocational witness at a recent
hearing were not significant – and won. Based on the
ALJ’s sole hypothetical question, the vocational expert (VE) testified the hypothetical individual was
able to perform only two occupations: (1) Racker
(DOT Code: 524.687.018) with 1,030 jobs in the national economy and (2) Electrode Cleaner (DOT
Code: 729.687.014) with 1,109 jobs in the national
economy. Both occupations were defined as light,
unskilled work with a Standard Vocational Preparation requirement (SVP) of 1.

(N.D.N.Y. 2015), which held that 5,160 jobs nationally is not a significant number and that “numbers of
jobs in the ballpark of 10,000 to 11,000 nationwide
have been held significant.” Thus, he argued the
VE’s testimony supported a finding that the claimant
was disabled.

At the hearing, Mike argued that the combined total
of 2,139 jobs did not constitute a significant number
of jobs that the claimant could perform. Mike cited
Hamilton v. Colvin, 105 F. Supp. 3d 223, 231

Kudos to Mike for persuading the ALJ to take his
arguments about availability of jobs seriously. And
thanks to Albany Law summer intern Beryl Manske
for summarizing the winning decision.

In her decision, the ALJ summarized Mike’s argument, which he had outlined in a post-hearing brief.
She concurred that the VE’s testimony supported a
finding the claimant was disabled. She found the
claimant was unable to perform jobs that exist in significant numbers in the national economy based on
the testimony of the VE and Mike’s brief. Thus, she
found the claimant disabled.

Online AC Appeals Now Accepted
Requests for review at the Appeals Council can now
be filed online. Request for Review of an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) hearing decision or dismissal (i520). The new online i520 process accepts both
medical (disability) and non-medical (non-disability)
appeals of an ALJ hearing decision or dismissal.
Claims will automatically be routed to the correct
Appeals Council Branch.
An on-line request for Appeals Council review requires information from the denial notice, including
the date of the denial and the claimant’s address. It
can be completed by a representative on behalf of the
claimant. Supporting documents, including an Appointment of Representative form or a brief, can be
attached. Or additional information and documents
can be submitted later via fax or mail. The online
Request for Review includes an option for requesting
an extension of time to submit additional materials,
including new evidence or a brief. Note, however,
the system cannot be used to request an extension of
time for filing a civil action, Federal court review, or

review of an ALJ decision remanded by a Federal
court.
While the new online i520 process is SSA’s preferred
method for filing a Request for Review, it will continue to accept requests by mail or fax. But be sure
not to submit multiple review requests by filing
online and by mail or fax, as it could delay processing.
The system is available at the following times (in the
Eastern time zone): Monday-Friday 5am-1am; Saturday 5am-11 p.m.; Sunday 11 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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Avoiding Res Judicata in Mental Claims
Advocates know all too well the importance of proving disability for Title II purposes before the expiration of the claimant’s insured status. If a claimant is
unable to demonstrate she became disabled prior to
her date last insured, or DLI, she will not be entitled
to any Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
benefits. There is, of course, no insured status requirement for Supplemental Security Income (SSI),
but SSDI benefits can often be higher and more valuable than SSI.
The DLI challenge can be compounded when an ALJ
has already denied a claim that encompasses the DLI.
Even if you can make what might seem like a great
claim for disability before the DLI, your argument
will be precluded by the concept of res judicata.
That legal doctrine, which either eluded or fascinated
some of us in Civil Procedure class in law school,
means in essence the issue has already been decided.
In other words, you are out of luck.
There are several complex and creative ways to avoid
the application of res judicata. For example, you
might be able to show different facts or present new
medical evidence. See POMS DI 27516.005,
27516.010. Or you might argue the disability standards have become less restrictive than those used in
the prior denial. See POMS DI 27516.010, which
among other considerations, lists changes to the listings that affect the application of res judicata.

Of particular note is POMS DI 27516.010.D, which
instructs adjudicators to make a new substantive determination if a prior mental impairment claim was
denied before January 17, 2017, the date the most
recent mental impairment listings went into effect.
According to POMS DI 27516.010(F):
We extensively revised the mental
disorders listings. While these listings
are not, in general, less restrictive, we
extensively revised the areas of mental functioning considered in the severity criteria. If the prior claim was
denied before 01/17/17, prepare a
new substantive determination for all
subsequent claims involving a mental
disorder.
This POMS provision can give any number
of claimants a second opportunity to prove
disability before the DLI and obtain SSDI
benefits. The provision will apply even if
you are not arguing the claimant now meets
the new mental impairment listing. In reviewing cases with prior denials or new applications, make sure SSA is applying this
provision and issuing a new Title II decision.

Contact Us!
Advocates can contact the DAP Support attorneys at:
Louise Tarantino: (800) 635-0355, (518) 462-6831, ltarantino@empirejustice.org
Kate Callery: (800) 724-0490, (585) 295-5727, kcallery@empirejustice.org
Ann Biddle: (347) 592-2214, abiddle@qls.ls-nyc.org
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SSI Wages Can Be Reported Electronically
As of June 2, 2018, the Social Security Administration’s (SSA’s) portal at my Social Security accepts
wage reports electronically from Supplemental Security Income (SSI) recipients and deemors, concurrent
beneficiaries, and representative payees. This capability had previously been available only to Social
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) beneficiaries
and their representative payees.
The application is available when beneficiaries sign
up for or log into their my Social Security account,
which can be accessed on a desktop, laptop, or mobile
device. After reporting wages online, a beneficiary
can save or print a copy of the receipt. According to
SSA, this new application makes it possible to avoid
visits to a field office to report wages in person. But
users must still contact an office to report when they
first start working for each new employer.
SSI recipients can still report earned income using a
special toll free line by calling 1-866-772-0953. Wages can be reported using this method any day during
the current month, but should be reported during the

first six days of each month to prevent improper payment of SSI benefits. Otherwise, wages should be
reported directly to the local Social Security office.
The toll free line cannot be used to report anything
except wages. Work incentives such as Impairment
Related Work Expenses (IRWEs) cannot be reported
through the TelephoneWage Reporting System. And
be aware that advocates have observed these telephone reporting systems may not be very adept at
discerning accented voices.
Individuals may also use a mobile application for
monthly wage reporting. The SSI Mobile Wage Reporting (SSIMWR) application can be downloaded
and installed free on an Apple or Android mobile device. It works the same as the telephone reporting
system, except the individual submits wage data by
entering it on the application screens instead of using
the phone.
For more information about SSI reporting options, go
to https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/ssi/wagereporting.html

OIG Identifies Overpayment Debtors on Installment Agreements
Given the size and complexity of the program of the
Social Security Administration’s (SSA’s) Old-Age,
Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI) program, payment errors do occur.

if there are other persons receiving benefits on the
same record, and whether the individual was selected
for any external collection tools. POMS, GN
02210.217.

In May 2018, the Office of the Inspector General’s
(OIG) Office of Audit published a review of SSA’s
efforts to recover OASDI overpayments from debtors
who were not current on an installment agreement.
When an overpayment occurs, SSA attempts to fully
and immediately recover the overpayment. If a full
refund is not possible, SSA may withhold part or all
of the individual’s monthly benefit, or create an installment plan when the individual is no longer receiving benefits.

Per the OIG review, 12,267 individuals were identified where the Recovery of Overpayments, Accounting and Reporting (ROAR) system indicated SSA
was attempting to recover the overpayment through
an installment agreement. For all these overpayments,
however, the most recent installment-related action
was before June 2016. At the time of the audit, these
individuals owed SSA almost $88.3 million in overpaid benefits.

If an individual does not comply with the installment
plan, SSA is supposed to issue reminder notices and
attempt to contact the debtor by telephone. Also,
when a debtor cannot repay or is not repaying the
overpayment, SSA policy instructs employees to determine whether the individual has current earnings,

The OIG recommended SSA review the 12,269 delinquent debtor records and take action, where appropriate.
See full report here: https://oig.ssa.gov/audits-andinvestigations/audit-reports/A-04-18-50265
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I’ve Been Everywhere!
A wide geographic variation in Social Security Disability Insurance (“DI”) and Supplemental Security
Income (“SSI”) participation exists across the United
States. DI participation ranges from 0.4% in Aleutians West County, AK, to 21% in Buchanan County,
VA. SSI participation rates range from 0.1% in
Pitkin County, CO, to 21% in Owsley County, KY.
What is producing this wide geographic variation?
The Social Security Bulletin (“SSB”) recently published a study examining the discrepancy. To the
surprise of policymakers and the general public, SSB
concluded that regional administrative inconsistencies were not the major cause of geographical variation. Instead, SSB found that nearly all of the variation in program participation is explained by a combination of disability prevalence and certain socioeconomic factors, including employment opportunities
and health care access.
SSB approached this study in a unique way. In acquiring these results, SSB used a decomposition
method to analyze the geographic variation. Prior
research in this area has used regression methods,
which determine relationships between an independent and dependent variable, while decomposition
methods break down variables into smaller subsets in
order to better analyze the data.
For example, SSB “decomposed” the geographic variation in DI/SSI participation into three separate operations. First, the overall participation variation is
broken down into disability prevalence and participation rate among persons with disabilities. Second,
the participation rate among persons with disabilities
is broken down into several socioeconomic subsets.
Finally, the disability prevalence rate is broken down
into “within-state” and “between-state” variations.
By analyzing three different levels of data, SSB is
better able to explain the variation in DI/SSI participation and assess potential policy implications.
The resulting analysis from SSB concluded that nearly all of the geographic variation in program participation is attributable to variation in disability prevalence and socioeconomic factors and that very little
of the variation is associated with inconsistencies in

program administration. SSB notes that if irregularities existed in SSI/DI program administration, those
with disabilities would likely move to an area with a
more lenient administration, yet the resulting data did
not indicate any such incidence.
SSB highlights some “within-state” and “betweenstate” variations. For example in Georgia, DI participation is fairly low in the counties surrounding Atlanta, falling between 2.9 – 3.1%. Those rates spike
to 7.9% in the southeast portion of the state (5.4% is
the median DI participation rate among working-age
persons). These same variations hold true for SSI as
well. These range variations are fairly consistent
across the country with the lowest participation rates
occurring in high-population urban areas, specifically
in the northeast corridor, while many of the higher
DI/SSI participation rates, some exceeding 10%, occur in the southeastern states.
While SSB has uncovered the causes behind the varying DI/SSI participation rates, disability prevalence
and socioeconomic factors, what still needs to be addressed is the cause of the wide geographic variation
in disability prevalence. SSB concludes that if there
were no variation in disability prevalence, the geographic variation rates of DI/SSI would be reduced
by 80% and 63% respectively. SSB suggests some
influencing factors such as disparities in public
health and migration of people with and without disabilities, but further research is needed to examine all
possible causes of disability prevalence.
Thanks to Albany Law School summer intern Joseph
Abbate for this interesting analysis of United States
geographic differences.
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SSA Studies Correlation Patterns Between Diagnosis Codes
A recently released Working Paper from the Social
Security Administration’s (SSA’s) Office of Economic Analysis and Comparative Studies (ORES No.
113, by Javier Meseguer, released June 2018), examines the association between primary and secondary
impairments in disability claims. Advocates who
review SSA evidence files will be familiar with the
SSA-831 Disability Determination and Transmittal
form, which reports the primary and secondary diagnosis, diagnostic group, and impairment code related
to the claimant’s disability. Upon issuing a disability
determination, disability examiners (DEs) and state
agency medical consultants (SAMCs) assign primary
and secondary diagnosis codes most relevant to the
determination, choosing among listed impairments
that approximately follow the taxonomy established
by the International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision (ICD-9). The 4-digit codes often provide
the only medical information available to most researchers and are among the most reliable predictors
of the resulting initial disability determination outcome.
Overall, the percentage of initial SSDI claimants
(including those concurrently applying for SSI) with
an assigned secondary diagnosis has steadily increased over time. In 1997, a little over half of qualified claimants had a secondary diagnosis code
(56.3%). By 2010, that percentage had increased to
71.4%. The paper finds evidence of strong impairment comorbidity patterns among individuals filing
initial claims to Social Security disability programs
in 2009.
Understanding which combinations of impairments
in disability claims tend to appear together, and
which are infrequently linked, can be useful for numerous reasons. For example, it is common practice
in disability research to ignore the secondary diagnosis codes, which can result in a distorted picture of
diagnostic incidence and can thereby complicate the
analysis of determination outcomes.
In recent decades, there has been growing interest in
the study of multimorbidity, which involves the concurrence of multiple disorders in the same person
(“comorbidity,” a subset of multimorbidity, refers to

cases of two impairments only). Multimorbidity occurs among a majority of the elderly and will likely
become increasingly prevalent as the population ages
(Marengoni and others 2011; Sinnige and others
2015). Co-existing multiple disorders can have a
synergistic effect on health and disability that goes
beyond the additive effect of the individual impairments. Thus, the traditional single-disease paradigm
in medicine may not provide an adequate picture of
health or disability status.
Many studies have found a significant effect of multimorbidity on the likelihood of disability, poor quality
of life, and high health care costs. Accordingly, a
better understanding of multimorbidity could have
enormous implications for early intervention and cost
containment. In context of this study, the sheer volume of administrative data could prove a valuable
alternative source of information to epidemiological
researchers. Additionally, the correlation estimates
between the diagnoses may help identify outliers or
unusual trends that could merit further scrutiny.
Over time, such changes in the correlation between
primary and secondary impairments could signal
events of interest to policymakers. Thus, a better understanding of impairment comorbidity in SSDI and
SSI is important and worthwhile.
See full study here: https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/
workingpapers/wp113.html
Thanks to Empire Justice Center paralegal Keith Jensen for summarizing this and other articles for us.
We wish Keith well as he heads off to CUNY Law
School!
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WEB NEWS
New NCLER Website Launches
The National Center on Law & Elder Rights (NCLER) announced the launch of a
new website. NCLER is a national resource center for the legal services and aging
and disability networks, focused on the legal rights of older adults. Providing webinars, trainings, written materials, and case consultations, NCLER is a one-stop resource for professionals serving older adults with the greatest economic and social
needs. NCLER is administered by Justice in Aging in partnership with the National
Consumer Law Center, the ABA Commission on Law & Aging, and The Center for
Social Gerontology, under contract with the Administration for Community Living’s (ACL) Administration on
Aging. https://ncler.acl.gov

Disability Terms Defined
Almost 40 million people in the United States have a disability, according to 2015 U.S. Census figures, but the language used around disabilities can be a mystery, fraught with acronyms and legalese. The radio program Marketplace defined a few of those terms to help you
navigate the world of disabilities.
https://www.marketplace.org/2018/06/22/life/understanding-language-disability

FOIL Access Improved
Governor Cuomo announced “Open FOIL NY,” a “new website that provides easy and
unparalleled access to public records in New York.”
https://www.ny.gov/programs/open-foil-ny#_blank

Free Security Freezes and Fraud Alert Protection Offered
This Fall, new federal protections to help consumers prevent identity theft will go into
effect. Amendments to the Fair Credit Reporting Act, effective September 21, 2018,
will establish the new federal right for consumers to implement a security freeze of
their credit file. A security freeze is the single most effective tool to minimize the risk
of identity theft. Identity thieves often target unsuspecting older adults, luring them
into giving out personal information. The scammers then use this information to steal
older adults’ identity and ruin lifetimes of positive credit.
Read the Practice Tip for more information about this new consumer protection. https://ncler.acl.gov/Files/New
-Law-Provides-Free-Security-Freezes,-Increased.aspx?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=500c50c7-cd01-46169020-873cae5dbfff
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BULLETIN BOARD
This “Bulletin Board” contains information about recent disability decisions from the United States Supreme Court
and the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. These summaries, as well as summaries of earlier
decisions, are also available at www.empirejustice.org.
We will continue to write more detailed articles about significant decisions as they are issued by these and other
Courts, but we hope that this list will help advocates gain an overview of the body of recent judicial decisions that are
important in our judicial circuit.

SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
Astrue v. Capato, ex rel. B.N.C., 132 S.Ct. 2021 (2012)

Sims v. Apfel, 120 S. Ct. 2080 (2000)

A unanimous Supreme Court upheld SSA’s denial of survivors’ benefits to posthumously conceived twins because
their home state of Florida does not allow them to inherit
through intestate succession. The Court relied on Section
416(h) of the Social Security Act, which requires, inter
alia, that an applicant must be eligible to inherit the
insured’s personal property under state law in order to be
eligible for benefits. In rejecting Capato’s argument that
the children, conceived by in vitro fertilization after her
husband’s death, fit the definition of child in Section 416
(e), the Court deferred to SSA’s interpretation of the Act.

The Supreme Court held that a Social Security or SSI
claimant need not raise an issue before the Appeals Council in order to assert the issue in District Court. The Supreme Court explicitly limited its holding to failure to
“exhaust” an issue with the Appeals Council and left open
the possibility that one might be precluded from raising an
issue.

Barnhart v. Thomas, 124 S. Ct. 376 (2003)
The Supreme Court upheld SSA’s determination that it can
find a claimant not disabled at Step Four of the sequential
evaluation without investigation whether her past relevant
work actually exists in significant numbers in the national
economy. A unanimous Court deferred to the Commissioner’s interpretation that an ability to return to past relevant work can be the basis for a denial, even if the job is
now obsolete and the claimant could otherwise prevail at
Step Five (the “grids”). Adopted by SSA as AR 05-1c.
Barnhart v. Walton, 122 S. Ct. 1265 (2002)
The Supreme Court affirmed SSA’s policy of denying SSD
and SSI benefits to claimants who return to work and engage in substantial gainful activity (SGA) prior to adjudication of disability within 12 months of onset of disability.
The unanimous decision held that the 12-month durational
requirement applies to the inability to engage in SGA as
well as the underlying impairment itself.

Forney v. Apfel, 118 S. Ct. 1984 (1998)
The Supreme Court finally held that individual disability
claimants, like the government, can appeal from District
Court remand orders. In Sullivan v. Finkelstein, the Supreme Court held that remand orders under 42 U.S.C. 405
(g) can constitute final judgments which are appealable to
circuit courts. In that case the government was appealing
the remand order.
Shalala v. Schaefer, 113 S. Ct. 2625 (1993)
The Court unanimously held that a final judgment for purposes of an EAJA petition in a Social Security case involving a remand is a judgment “entered by a Court of law and
does not encompass decisions rendered by an administrative agency.” The Court, however, further complicated the
issue by distinguishing between 42 USC §405(g) sentence
four remands and sentence six remands.
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SECOND CIRCUIT DECISIONS
Lesterhuis v. Colvin, 805 F.3d 83 (2d Cir. 2015)

Cichocki v. Astrue, 729 F.3d 172 (2d Cir. 2013)

The Court of Appeals remanded for consideration of a
retrospective medical opinion from a treating physician
submitted to the Appeals Council, citing Perez v. Chater,
77 F.3d 41, 54 (2d Cir. 1996). The ALJ’s decision was not
supported by substantial evidence in light of the new and
material medical opinion from the treating physician that
the plaintiff would likely miss four days of work per
month. Since the vocational expert had testified a claimant
who would be absent that frequently would be unable to
work, the physician’s opinion, if credited, would suffice to
support a determination of disability. The court also faulted the district court for identifying gaps in the treating physician’s knowledge of the plaintiff’s condition. Citing Burgess v. Astrue, 537 F.3d 117, 128 (2d Cir. 2008), the court
reiterated it may not “affirm an administrative action on
grounds different from those considered by the agency.”

The Court held the failure to conduct a function-byfunction analysis at Step four of the Sequential Evaluation
is not a per se ground for remand. In affirming the decision of the district court, the Court ruled that despite the
requirement of Social Security Ruling (SSR) 96-8p, it was
joining other circuits in declining to adopt a per se rule that
the functions referred to in the SSR must be addressed
explicitly.

Greek v. Colvin, 802 F.3d 370 (2d Cir 2015)
The court remanded for clarification of the treating
source’s opinion, particularly as to the claimant’s ability to
perform postural activities. The doctor had also opined that
Mr. Greek would likely be absent from work more than
four days a month as a result of his impairments. Since a
vocational expert testified there were no jobs Mr. Greek
could perform if he had to miss four or more days of work
a month, the court found the ALJ’s error misapplication of
the factors in the treating physician regulations was not
harmless. "After all, SSA's regulations provide a very specific process for evaluating a treating physician's opinion
and instruct ALJs to give such opinions 'controlling
weight' in all but a limited range of circumstances. See 20
C.F.R. § 404.1527(c)(2); see also Burgess, 537 F.3d at
128." (Emphasis supplied.)
McIntyre v. Colvin, 758 F.3d 146 (2d Cir. 2014)
The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit found the
ALJ’s failure to incorporate all of the plaintiff’s nonexertional limitations explicitly into the residual functional
capacity (RCF) formulation or the hypothetical question
posed to the vocational expert (VE) was harmless error.
The court ruled that “an ALJ's hypothetical should explicitly incorporate any limitations in concentration, persistence,
and pace.” 758 F.3d at 152. But in this case, the evidence
demonstrated the plaintiff could engage in simple, routine
tasks, low stress tasks despite limits in concentration, persistence, and pace; the hypothetical thus implicitly incorporated those limitations. The court also held that the
ALJ’s decision was not internally inconsistent simply because he concluded that the same impairments he had
found severe at Step two were not ultimately disabling.

Selian v. Astrue, 708 F.3d 409 (2d Cir. 2013)
The Court held the ALJ improperly substituted her own lay
opinion by rejecting the claimant’s contention that he has
fibromyalgia despite a diagnosis by his treating physician.
It found the ALJ misconstrued the treating physician’s
treatment notes. It criticized the ALJ for relying too heavily on the findings of a consultative examiner based on a
single examination. It also found the ALJ improperly substituted her own criteria for fibromyalgia. Citing the guidance from the American College of Rheumatology now
made part of SSR 12-2p, the Court remanded for further
proceedings, noting the required finding of tender points
was not documented in the records.
The Court also held the ALJ’s RFC determination was not
supported by substantial evidence. It found the opinion of
the consultative examiner upon which the ALJ relied was
“remarkably vague.” Finally, the court agreed the ALJ had
erred in relying on the Grids to deny the claim. Although it
upheld the ALJ’s determination that neither the claimant’s
pain or depression were significant, it concluded the ALJ
had not affirmatively determined whether the claimant’s
reaching limitations were negligible.
Talavera v. Astrue, 697 F.3d 145 (2d Cir. 2012)
The Court of Appeals held that for purposes of Listing
12.05, evidence of a claimant’s cognitive limitations as an
adult establishes a rebuttable presumption that those limitations arose before age 22. It also ruled that while IQ
scores in the range specified by the subparts of Listing
12.05 may be prima facie evidence that an applicant suffers from “significantly subaverage general intellectual
functioning,” the claimant has the burden of establishing
that she also suffers from qualifying deficits in adaptive
functioning. The court described deficits in adaptive functioning as the inability to cope with the challenges of ordinary everyday life.
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END NOTE
Which Is More Important?
Do you ever focus on completing
any number of small, maybe
even inconsequential tasks, rather than taking on the big project in front of you? Who among
us hasn’t succumbed to the immediate need to dust each leaf on
our philodendron plant before studying for our law
school final? Or answer all the emails long gathering
dust in our in-box before tackling the memorandum
due in U.S. District Court at the end of the month?
Or simply make another cup of coffee? It turns out
our brains are helping us procrastinate in these ways
due to a phenomenon called the “urgency effect.”
According to a recent article in The New York Times,
our brains prioritize immediate satisfaction over longterm rewards. A study published in February in the
Journal of Consumer Research found when faced
with tasks of varying levels of urgency and importance, people tend to choose the urgent task with
short completion windows rather than important tasks

with more significant outcomes. The important tasks
are generally more difficult and further away from
completion. The urgent tasks, on the other hand, involve more immediate and certain rewards. The research identified a tendency to pursue urgency over
importance, independent of consequences – even negative consequences.
How can we procrastinators get around our brain’s
urgency effect? Apparently former President Dwight
D. Eisenhower developed a technique. Make a box
with four squares. Label the top Urgent and Nonurgent. Label the sides Important and Not important.
Try to put each of your daily tasks into one of the four
boxes. You should be able to see what is really important and what is supposedly urgent may not be important. You may even be able to remove some of
those tasks you have identified as not important from
your list– although probably not dusting that philodendron.

